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BCLP is delighted to be recognized in the 2024 edition of Chambers Europe. The firm received 11

practice area rankings, and 18 attorneys were highlighted for their outstanding work as individuals.

BCLP have maintained the same ranking for 7 practice areas in the 2024 edition of Chamber

Europe. The French team received 2 new rankings, alongside the German Real Estate team who also

improved their ranking this year. Firm wide, BCLP obtained a ranking in Investment Funds.

In Germany, the Real Estate team moved up to band 3. The firm’s strong reputation in shopping

centre transactions and advising on portfolio transactions has been noted, with Chambers

specifically highlighting a deal done with Landesbank Baden-Württemberg.

Chambers said the Real Estate practice “has a very competent and responsive team. They have a

breadth of knowledge, from granular real estate tasks to higher-level contract negotiations." And,

"they are always quick with their reactions, questions and document delivery. They have a very

comprehensive knowledge of the overall area and our business.”

The French team received 2 new rankings this year, in Competition/European Law: Comp Law and

Tax. Chambers stated that the service and advice provided by the Competition/European Law:

Comp Law practice “are of an excellent level.” And it “particularly appreciates the competition

team's great expertise, their availability and finesse in the analysis of issues."

CLIENT COMMENTARY ON BCLP TEAMS

Tax: “BCLP is able to handle complex and sophisticated subjects and can explain the matter to you

in a simple and understandable way so that you can make your own decision with confidence.”

Real Estate Finance: "BCLP has a very competent and responsive team. They have a breadth of

knowledge, from granular real estate tasks to higher-level contract negotiations.”

Commercial and Corporate Lit: "The team identify opportunities or approaches that we may not

have considered, walk with us to untangle the complexity and mark a clear path through the
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woods.”

Comp Law: Private Enforcement Claimant: "The team put in a massive effort to make sure we're all

moving forward together.”

Chambers Europe ranks the leading lawyers and law firms across Europe, covering practice areas in

over 200 jurisdictions and three regions, including Europe-wide, CEE-wide and Baltic-wide. For more

information about Chambers and Partners, visit their website.
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and
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professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


